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INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that the top few millimeters

of a surface exposed to space represents a physically and

chemically active zone with properties much different from

those of a surface in the environment of a planetary atmosphere.

It is in this zone that the material comprising the surface of

the croon, Mercury, the asteroids, and similar bodies achieves

physical and chemical maturity as a result of exposure to the

solar wind (SW), solar flare (SF) particles, galactic cosmic

rays (CCR), heating by solar radiation, and to the bombardment

by meteoroids of a vast size range.

The recent work of several groups continues to clarify the

nature of the processes involved at space-exposed surfaces.

These include SW ion implantation and redistribution (Tamhane

et al.,, 1979; Warhaut et al. 1979) and sputtering effects (see

review paper by Pillinger, 1979), the origin and distribution of

metal particles determining the ferromagrnetic resonance (F MR)

maturity index Worris, 1980), shock effects and the formation

of gla&L and agglutinates (Schaal and 118rz, 1960), and the

effect of intergrain adhesive forces (Housley, 1980).

There has been a clear need for a quantitative synthesis of

the various processes into a self-consistent picture of surface

evolution. This synthesis is especially important as different

experimental approaches have often resulted in apparently

conflicting interpretations of soil history at specific sites.

Recently Wieler et al. (1980) have attacked the problem experi-

mentally by measuring noble gas concentrations in individual

grains and comparing these with track distributions from the
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same soil sample. This approach is very useful as it is often

risky to correlate data measured on different samples.

The present work represents a step in our continuing

effort to achieve a model synthesis. This study draws upon

the experience gained from earlier models by the author and

other groups (e.g., Gault et al., 1974; Arnold, 1975; Duraud

gt ate,., 1975; Borg jLL gl., 1976; Comstock, 1977, 1978).

To obtain the results described here we developed a new

set of computer programs called MESS-2 (Comstock, 1979, 1981).

The design of the HESS.2 system is described in our Final Report

for NASA Contract NAS 9-15582 submitted September 25, 1979.

This current model differs from earlier work in that surface

processes are broken down as a function of size scale and

treated in three dimensions with good resolution on each scale.

Since the smaller size scales are on the order of a grain

diaoeter this approach derives explicitly the time and depth

dependence of parameters as functions of grain size as well as

of sample size, mixing depth, and surface layer residence time.

Factors relevant to grain size dependence have been discussed by

several authors (Eugster et al., 1975; Criswell, 1975; Becker,

1977; Bogard, 1977; Criswell and Basu, 1978; Housley, 1980).

Our results here apply to the development of soil residing

near the surface for the first time and hence should describe

immature to submature soils. The development of mature soils

through further exposure and mixing can also be derived using

these results. The current model is based on lunar conditions

where considerable data exist to provide guidance and calibra-

tion. The model parameters can readily be adjusted to describe

asteroid regoliths and other space-exposed bodies.



relevant size scales or regimes, simulates each regime separate-

ly and combines the results in an appropriate statistical

manner. The structure of a given regime is shown schematically

in figure 1. The depth scale is determined by the bottom of the

model layer, depth DL. A surface zone of depth D  is defined

corresponding to the model layer of the next smaller size

regime. Similarly DL corresponds to the surface zone of the

next larger size regime.

For a given regime a range of impact event sizes is

simulated such that the largest events will generally just

disrupt the full model layer depth, while the smallest events

will generally just disrupt the surface zone. Hence the events

occuring in larger size regimes will determine the local resi-

dence time for the model layer while events considered in the

given regime control the local residence time of the surface

zone. Events in the given regime also primarily control the

ejection of material into the surface zone and subsequent

reburial below it over a time scale comparable to the average

residence time of the model layer. Details of the soil history

within the surface zone are controlled by smaller size regimes.

The events that effect a given regime will create a mixed zone

of variable depth Dg which containF all material ejected by the

simulated events.

Clearly this procedure only approximates the true behavior

of the soil, we must emphasize that our purpose is not to
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attempt to simulate the soil precisely but only to efficiently

model the physically important pro esses govewing its observed

characteristics.

In the current work we use D2 • DL/10 for all regimes.

In each regime the smallest crater simulated has a diameter

equal to DL , most events have a diameter less than about 3 DL.

Depths are monitored on a continuous scale while the surface is

divided into an he-_::1 f; .Lal grid, to enhance inherent circular

symetries, of about 3000 cells where the cell diameter is no

larger than DZ . This assures good resoluti(m for all events.

The location of up to 12,000 individual particles of a given

grain size is monitored by MESS.2. For about 200 of these we

also monitor central track density and surface -zone residence

time, initially these tagged grains are pristine and randomly

distributed throughout the model layer.

For each grain size there will be a size regime such that

the surface zone corresponds to a grain diameter and the smal-

lest event will barely eject some grains intact. This is the

smallest size regime modelled fur a representative grain size,

referred to as the base regime. In this regime the individual

particles move in a matrix of order-of-magnetude finer material

so as to approximate a typical size distribution. In this way

the graininess of the soil and shielding of individual grains

near the surface is taken into account in deriving distributions

of exposure time and track density. A detailed size distribu-

tion of the matrix is not considered, so possible shielding by a

thin layer of relatively very small particles is included only

through a constant exposure f-ctor (f) which is discussed in
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detail later. In larger also regimes all grain sizes tend to

behave alike, but smaller grains have smaller size base regimes

and therefore generally experience a different dynamical history

near the surface. This contributes to the overall grain size

dependence of characteristics requiring surface exposure.

We are interested in grain sixes ranging from less than 30

microns to greater than 1 = in diameter. Soil samples usually

average over intervals ranging from 1 mm to 1 cm in soil columns

to several centimeters in scoop samples. Therefore in this work

we investigate the size regimes DL = 100 microns (base regime

for 10 micron grains), DL = 1 ma (base regime for 100 micron

grains), DL = 1 em (base regime for 1 = particles), and DL

10 cm. The results will apply to soil which has resided once

within 10 cm of the surface and should characterise immature to

suture soils.

The motion of ejected uaterial is followed in three dimen-

sions during each impact event according to an ejects origin

model. The ejects map we have developed for MESS.2 is shown

in figure 2. The map was designed to be consistent with the

results of StSffler et al. (1975). one of the few experimental

studies which clearly defines the ejecta origin for soil craters

in the 10 cm diameter range. The work of Vedder (1972) suggests

that the ejecta distribution for craters on the order of 100

microns diameter is probably much broader than that shown in

figure 2. This will not be important to our results however

since on this small scale our individual grains are deposited in

Cy	

essentially a single layer after ejection and hence their exact

location is not statistically significant. For craters larger



Our submeter craters are based on the few experimental

studies available (e.g., Breslau, 1970; Vedder, 1972; StBffler

et al., 1975; Gault and Wedskind, 1977). The work of Gault

and Wedekind (1977) can be applied to the moon because they

determine the dependence of crater parameters on gravitational

acceleration. They find a crater depth H to rim diameter DC

ratio H/DO M 0.2 for a 15 ca crater, essentially independent of

gravity. St8ff ler et al. (1975) obtain similar results but show

further that the lower part of the crater is not ejected but

compressed into the crater floor. Their craters in weak quartz

sand show an ejected depth 1t 0 to diameter ratio closer to li0/DO

= 0.1; in more cohesive lunar soil the ratio may somewhat

greater than this. Vedder (1972) investigated much smaller

craters of about 100 micron diameter in a nore cohesive test

soil and obtained H/DC = 0.2 - U.3 much of which represented

compressed material. We have adopted a va,ue of 11C/DC - U.15

over the full size range studied and only iaterial actually

ejected is considered redistributed. MESS.2 ignores soil

compression and density variations in general as second-order

effects on the irradiation history of a grain. Depth scales

in this paper apply for a soil density of 1.5 - 2.0 g/cn3.

We have taken local topography into account Such that crater

volume is maintained while generating; a smooth crater that

follows local slopes.

The size-frequency distribution of small soil craters

cannot be deternined by direct cotint as thr lunar surface is
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saturated with craters on this scale. Instead we use the size-

frequency distribution of pits observed in rock surfaces and

translate this to soil craters using the pit size to projectile

mass relation and assumed velocity given by H#rz at al. (1975).

For pit diameter DP in cm and projectile energy 8 in ergs their

calibration yields DP = 2.1x1O $ S
0

' 37 . The work of Gault and

Wedekind (1977) Mould then indicate that a lunar soil crater of

DC a 25 cm would correspond to a 1 ca rock pit, or DC/DP • 25.

However Gault and Wedekind used dry quarts sand to minimize

strength effects so we should assume that 25 represents a

maximum value for this ratio in the lunar case. Braalau (1970)

obtained results similar to those of Gault and Wedekind. Vedder

(1972) finds that soil craters are smaller in more cohesive soil

Indicating that strength effects are important in this size

Gault and Wedekind reach a similar conclusion even in

the case of dry quartz sand. The results of Vedder (1972),

using a much lower projectile energy and a more cohesive soil

indicate that a similar ratio D C/DP = 10 - 20 should be valid

down to 100-micron diameter craters.

For the size-frequency distribution of impact pits we can

combine the results of H$rz et al. (1974, 1975) and Morrison and

Zinne: (1977) to obtain an approximate analytic form:

(1)	 N(>DC) - A (DC/R.)-3 + B (0.005 + DC/R.)-3

where N is the cumulative pit production rate per cm 
2
-My, DC is

in cm, Ix-DC/DP , and the constant 0.005 reflects a jog in the

pit distribution at 10 - 100 microns. A is about B/1000 but the

first term in equation 1 is not important for the redistriOution

of grains with diameters of about 10 microns or more.
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Iltirz et al. (1974) usu h - 8.3x10 -4 , Comstock (1978) suggested

that a value up to 10 times higher might be more consistent with

track gradients in dusty rocks. Illirz et al. (1975) discuss

sources of uncertainty in the long-term raicrometeoroid flux.

Considering the uncertainties in D C /DP and in meteoroid

flux we have defined a model time denoted NT such than 1 MT

corresponds to 1 My (10 6 years) in the case of D C /DP - 20 and

B - 8.3x10-4 . The value of MT is inversely proportional to

production rate N and, for D C z 1 cm, inversely proportional to
3

(DC/DP) , so the uncertainty in the time scale MT might be as

much as an order of magnet • ide. However we show later that an

assignment of 1 HT - 1 My is suppurted by calibrating the model

results against lunar data. Note that the time scale depends on

the cohesiveness of the soil throul;h the ratio DC/DP.

Grain alteration.

In addition to the redistribution of soil particles as

discussed above particles also experience the effects of

irradiation, erosion, fragimuntation, aggregation. and shock

metaworphosis.

MESS.2 accu..iulate-s particle tracks continuously in the

tagged grains using; the solar flare track production rate given

-2.2by Comstock ( 1978) of 1x11 ► 5 d 	 cm -11y-1 for depth d in

g/cm` bel(.w a plane surface, and the galactic cosmic ray track

rate given by Walker and Yuh.is (!973) which predominates below

about d - 0.5 g/cm 2 (about 3 mm of soil). in the base regime

7

for a given grain sizv the central track density is accumulated

l,`	 at every depth the groin resider:. In larl;er size regimes tracks
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are accumulated only at depths below the surface some and added

to those accumulated in smaller regimes as a function of surface

zone residence time. In this way the contribution from each

level of residence is obtained explicitly.

The measured flux of solar wind ions is reviewed by

pillinger (1979). The observed concentration of impla ed SW

ions depends on retention characteristics different for each

species and host mineral as well as surface exposure time. In

this paper we derive only with exposure time and residence times

within each depth zone. In the base regime HESS.2 monitors

the actual surface exposure time of tagged grains. In larger

regimes the time spent within the surface zone is monitored.

We are concerned here with processes which effect the

irradiation record of an enserable of grains over a time scale

appropriate to a single residence episode within 10 cm of the

surface. We are particularly concerned with effects important

at the surface or varying with grain size. Among these are

direct erosion of exposed grains and fragmentation of grains by

direct impact. We find that these strongly effect the magnetude

and grain size dependence of the irradiation record.

We assume that a grain of diameter DD will be fragmented

if it receives a direct impact generating a pit of diameter

D  > DG
/8. This value is uncertain and varies with condition

of the grain, but smaller pits have been observed on soil grains

while a pit approaching DC must certainly fragment it. For the

micrometeoroid flux used to obtain equation 1 with B - 8.3x10 4

this yields a lifetime T 1 against fragmentation for 10 micron,

100 micron, and 1 mm grains of about 3 fty, 2 Hy, and 1 My, re-
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spectively, with considerable uncertainty. With 10 time higher

flux these become 0.3 My, 0.2 Ny, and 0.1 My, respectively, we

have performed our calculations for both of these sets of values

but since the shorter lifetimes have such sore effect, for

clarity we compare only the results for the shorter ;1 against

the results assuming no fragmentation.

Fragmented grains are removed from their site population.

Surface fragmentation will tend not to effect the low track

density parameters such as the minimum and quartile since it

will remove only those grains which have resided on the surface

long enough to attain the highest densities. It can have a

strong effect on solar wind concentration however since it

removes those particles which have received the greatest SW

fluence and hence control the total concentration.

The erosion of exposed grain surfaces by micrc.meteoroids

too small to fragment the grain is generally not a significant

process because of the low flux involved. The most important

source of grain erosion relevant to SW ion implantation is

atomic sputtering by solar ions (Nillinger, 1979; Flavill et

al.p1980) who report a consensus; of recent Measurements suggest-

ing a rate of 0.025 to U.045 A/year at the lunar equator. For

a typical implantation depth of 300 A (Pillinger, 1979) this

leads to an implantation/erosion equilibrium on a time scale of

Ts - 0.01 fly. We present model calculations both with and

without an effective SW saturat.i,,n with this titan* constant.

This saturation time depends on implantation depth and so

will vary with species (Pillin );er, 1979). It has been suggested

by Signer et al. (1977) that dittusiunal processes also leads
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to a certain saturation time constant. ;tieler at 1. (1980)

note that diffusion and sputter controlled saturation will have

similar effects. Likewise the HESS92 calculations depend only

the time constant, whether this time constant arises from sput-

tering or diffusional processes is not readily determinable

using our results.

The formation of agglutinates by shock compaction during

micrometeorotd impact also occurs within the top millimeters.

This process loads the agglutinate with irradiated grains and

reduction gwtnl. Thus residence time within the first few

millimeters controls the noble gas and FHS characteristics of

agglutinates. HESS.2 is designed to monitor glass and aggluti-

nate production but these will not be discussed in detail here.

Class and agglutinate production and shock comminution through-

out the soil volume become increasingly important as the soil

matures and these processes must be taken into account

explicitly in any simulations of mature soil.



To illustrate the results produced by the MESS." model we

show in figures 3 - 14 some of the residence time and track

density distributions derived ;;or 100-micron diameter grains.

Soil grains with diameter on the order of 100 microns are typi-

cally the more common sized pa-tieles in lunar soils. Similar

distributions were also derived for representative particle

diameters DO • 10 microns and 1 me. Figures 3 - 9 indicate

distributions not yet including fragmentation loss. In figures

3 - 6, 8, and 9 the data points refer to a typical computer run.

The base regime for 100--micron grains has a model layer of

thickness DL • 1 am, identified as the MM regime. All craters
of diameter 1 mm < D

C
 < I cm are considered, the smaller ones

greatly predominating. Figure 3 shows the derived correlation

between central track density and surface-exposure time after a

typical layer residence time T 1ul a 0.1 Kr. Recall that model

time HT most probably is equivalent to i My. The rectangle on

the left represents the range of track densities for grains not

yet exposed at the surface. The solid diagonal line represents

the track density a grain would have if it accumulated tracks

only while it was on the surface for a time t, while the dashed

line represents the maximun density possible after time TM1,

thus enclosing the allowed zone. All grains with track density

on the order of 10 g cm 
Z 

ur mure have resided directly on the

surfer	 All exposed grains have a central track density of at

leaf	 4^0
.
2 and will have stroop. track density gradients.

During a typical PC1 regime residence time of about 0-I fiT

,1
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nearly half of the grains will have been exposed at the surface.

For these, cumulative exposure time distributions are shown in

figure 4 for different residence times TM. Although only half

of the grains in the 1 me layer have been exposed the average

exposure time is about 0.1 T
MH

, indicated the effect of shield-

ing by finer material. Note that shielding by larger grains on

the order of 1 mm or more is excluded by the ccnatraint that the

simulated grains be within I mm of the surface, but will be

accounted for in the next larger regime.

Figure 5 shows some track density parameters resulting from

residence within the top 1 mm. Slopes greater than 1 in figure

5 reflect variation in a grain's depth due to impact gardening

together with the steepness of the SF track production profile.

Since grains which have a measurable track gradient as defined

by Comstock (1977) must have resided within about 1 mm the para-

meters in figure 5 refer to that component PM of the central

track density which would be related to an observed gradient.

The motion of 100—micron diameter grains is also followed

in the next two larger regimes, for DL = 1 cm denoted the CM

regime and for DL = 10 cm denoted the DM regime. For the CM

regime we show in figure 6 some representative distributions of

non—zero residence time within the 1 mm surface zone, identified

with TM, for two typical 1 cm layer residence times T.. Only

about a third of all grains have resided within 1 mm and these

for an average time of about TCM/3.

In figure 7 we plot parameters describing the tracks PCM

accumulated during residence between 1 mm and 1 cm depths. this

represents the major contribution to central track density which
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does not result in a track gradient in the grain. The minim

density refers mainly to grains that have remained near 1 cm.

For those grains which have been cycled through the upper 1 ass

surface zone the track densities indicated in figure 7 represent

only Evart of the total accumulation and must be added to the

tracks acquired within 1 mm (figure 5). Mostly these are grains

which have resided in the upper part of the 1 cm layer and hence

have higher partial densities POM; the median 
POM 

for this sub-

set of well-irradiated grains is given by the dashed line in

figure 7. Note that the maximum contribution to the total track

density from residence below 1 mm (figure 7) tends to be compar-

able to the first quartile density contributed during residence

within 1 mm (figure 5).

For the 10 cm (DM) regime figure 8 shows typical distribu-

tions for residence time T OM > 0 within the top l cm for two

residence times TDM within 10 cm. The average values are about

TDM/3. The partial track density accumulated below 1 cm is

obtained and taken into account, however it represents a factor

of about ten less contribution to the total density than does

residence between 1 mm and 1 cm.

Since most lunar soil sample intervals are centimeter or

subcentimeter in size we are concerned more with the structure

within the 10 cm regime, distinguishing samples in the mixed

zone from those below the mixed zone. Some properties of the

mixed zone are shown in figure 9 for the DE1 regime, similar

properties hold in all regimes. In the button part of figure 9

is plotted the cumulative distribution of depths disturbed by

impact events after a 10 cm layer residence time of 2 11T. In
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all our plots the depth is measured relative to the current,

observable surface not the initial surface. so  it includes sites

which have been recently excavated below the previously dis-

turbed level and have only a thin mixed zone deposited since.

This distribution was collected over a surface area of radius

about 25 cm, a single core site would not reflect the broad

spread even though it occurs quite locally.

In the upper part of figure 9 we have plotted the correla-

tion between depth and residence time within the surface zone

for the same layer residence time and surface area as in the

lower part. This plot makes clear that soil prorerties which

depend on surface zone residence will be distributed equally

throughout the mixed zone and that no general c • .relation with

depth is to be expected.

This does not mean that the mixed zone will be found to be

uniform at a particular core site, because the data in figure 9

were collected over an area much wider than the area of a

sampled soil column. We find that over a typical core sample

area there can be strong variations with depth. The variability

of centimeter-interval samples in a soil column will reflect the

variability of the CM regime as a function of TCH allowed by

the broad distribution shown in figure 8. Moveover there may be

considerable variability on the millimeter scale reflecting the

variability of the 124 regime as a function of Tr1M, also broadly

distributed (figure 6). Evidence for strong variation of track

densities over a few mm has been reported (e.j., Goswami et al.,

1976).

MESS.2 results show that mm- and cm-scale variability can
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easily be very local in origin. When such variation in the

exposure and irradiation record is observed experimentally it

should not in itself be considered sufficient evidence for a

time variation in charged particle or micrometeoroid flux or

for a different soil origin unless a definite correlation with

depth can be established.

The time development of the median depth of the mixed zone

is shown in figure 10 for each regime by the solid curves, which

were collected over a area of radius 2.5 DL. A regime was

defined as a layer of depth DL which was assumed to avoid local

obliteration by large impact events for a time TL. The median

depth mixed by all events over a sufficientl, ► wide area will be

just the envelope of these curves indicated by the dashed line.

The more one of the solid curves deviates from the dashed curve,

the less likely it becomes that such a shallow depth will occur

except very locally. Two things must be kept in mind when using

plots such as these. First the mixed depth is broadly distri-

buted, as indicated in the bottom par% of figure 9, and tray

commonly be at least a factor of 2 ,n either direction from the

median shown in figure 10. Secondly over a very small area such

as is sampled by a soil core the mixed depth can vary erratical-

ly with time (either up or down) and will not necessarily follow

in detail any of the curves shown, except statistically.

In an earlier model (Comstock, 1977, 1978) we assumed that

all grains had resided within 1 mm of the surface and followed

their motion as they were buried through the top few millimeters

over a time of about 1 My which was called a surface exposure

episode (SEE). The scenario assuried them is therefore equiva-
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lent to grains residing in the mixed zone of our CM regime model

which we see from figure 9 con be mixed to a few millimeters by

local events in a time 1 MT. Although the current model treats

detailed motion of the grains more accurately our earlier work

is still approximately valid as a subset of our current results

and probably represents a common situation. The current model

covers a much broader range of soil residence conditions as well

as deriving exposure and residence time distributions.

Sample synthesis--tracks.

The results obtained for each individual regime must now be

combined to obtain the characteristics of a realistic soil

sample containing grains which may have resided in more than one

regime. We discuss first the distribution of particle track

densities for 100-micron diameter grains which is representative

of the grain size us , .11y used for track studies.

The partial track densities accumulated during each regime

as a function of residence time are first added together accord-

ing to the derived distributions of residence times. This

results in a series of time-dependent relations for the track

parameters as a function of the shallowest regime in which the

entire sample has resided. These relations for the minimum,

first quartile, and median track densities are shown in figure

11. The time scales are lined up so average values correspond.

it should be noted that since all the track distributions in

this study are derived using a finite number of grains the mini-

mum density in fact corresponds to about the first percentile.

A similar caveat should be made for all experimental minimum
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track densities. The true theoretical minimum density will

always be somewhat less and not likely to be observed.

In figure 11 the curves marked !M describe a sample which

has resided in the top millimeter but includes the contribution

from residence below 1 mm. The *1 curves should also apply well

to any mm-sized sample taken from the mixed zone of a 1 cm surf-

ace layer. For mm-samples taken below this there may be an ad-

mixture of less-irradiated soil. Similarly the curves marked Qt

apply to cm-sized samples taken from a mixed zone up to several

centimeters thick and the DH curves apply to dm-sized samples

taken from a mixed zone several decimeters thick.

The data which lead to figure 11 can be presented another

way in terms of a time vs. depth plot for a particular parameter

as shown in figure 12 with the first quartile track density

EZ	 indicated by contour lines. The dashed line from figure 10

giving the overall mean mixed depth is also indicated by the

dasixed line in figure 12. The contour lines in the unmixed

region reflect the shape of the track production profile in

spite of some depth smearing due to gardening of the soil above.

Within the mixed zone the contour lines become distorted and for

mixed depths on the order of centimeters the very shallow depth

dependence of the average quartile density is apparent.

The curves in figure 12 were derived assuming a statistic-

ally average sample, at a given sample site the contour lines

within the mixed zone will depend on the actual series of

impacts effecting the site sampled and on local mixed depth.

We can see from figure 11 that any depth dependence that night

have been expected within the mixed zone can be readily masked
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by the wide variation in T
MH 

and TCM allowed throughout the

mixed zone, refer for exRmple to the upper part of figure 9.

Only within the uppermost 1 as of soil is a depth dependence

likely to become apparent because of the steep track production

profile there. An interesting feature in figure 12 is the

suggestion that the quartile track discontinuity at the bottom

of the mixed zone becomes sharper as the zone becomes deeper.

In order to help calibrate our model time scale MT we have

included in figure 12 a data point, indicated by the circled

dot, obtained from the top of double drive tube 74002 collected

at Shorty Crater. This is one of the clearest examples in the

literature of an apparently fresh soil residing within the top

10 cm for the first time and, according to Crozaz (1979), is

mixed to a depth of 6 cm over a time of 10 My. Crozaz finds a

quartile track densit.y within the mixed zone of about 3x106

cm 2 . Assuming that the Shorty Crater data represents an aver-

age sample it is consisent to assign 1 HT - 1 My, thus agreeing

with the quartile track density shown in figure 12 as well as

with our estimate above based on the crater production rate.

This time scale also allows our mixed depths (dashed lines in

figures 10 and 12) to match smoothly with mixed depths deduced

from 
22 
Naand 

26 Alprofiles in lunar cores (Fruchter et al.,

1976, 1978) and from I s/Fe0 profiles (Morris, 1978).

I	 .
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Sample synthesis--exposure time.

We turn now to the derivation of average residence-time

functions which would allow the calculation of other irradiation

effects, solar wind implantation, FMR, etc. We are interested

In the concentration Ci per unit mass of some given species i

Introduced at a rate F  per unit area per unit time into soil

grains residing either at the surface, denoted EX, or elsewhere

within regime M, CH, etc. We wish to obtain C  as a function

of residence time TL within a soil layer of depth DL . The

desired concentration can be written in the following form:

mb

(2) CI (TL) 
F 
	 IX(TL)G (2f/pDG) dmG/M.

m
a

In this relation dmG/M is the differential mass fraction for

grains of diameter DG . The factor 2f/pDG gives the grain area

exposed per unit mass for grains of diameter DG where p is the

grain density and f is the exposed area of a grain divided by

Its cross sectional area. The function I X(TL )G represents the

effective average time spent within any zone X as a function

of layer residence time TL for grains of diameter DG , where X

and L may stand for EX, MM, CM, DM, etc. and the subscript G

stands for DG in centimeters. We use IX(TL)G to represent

grains known to have come from the mixed zone of the layer L.

We are concerned here with the behavior of the model inde-

pendently of the rates Fi and the exact distribution of grain

sizes. Therefore we calculate effective area-time production

functions GX , for each grain size DC , defined as follows:

(3a) GX(TL )G = (2f/p)[IX(TL )G/DG ] for the whole layer L and

(3b) GX(TL)G - (2f/p)[IX(TL )C/DG ] for the mixed zone of L.

We assume that f ideally is on the order of 1 and that 2f/p is



g	 the appropriate grain diameter in cm. In fact p will vary with

grain composition and f will depend on grain shape, orientation,

and partial shielding. Enhanced partial shielding by very small

grains sticking to Urger ones may be particularly important

(rriswell and Basu, 1978; Housley, 1980) so it must be kept in

mind that much uncertainty and some additional grain size depen-

dence may still be buried in the factor f, as we discuss later.

Before we calculate the functions G  we need to specify

for each regime the relations for the distribution of non-zero

surface-zone residence times and for the fraction of grains

which have resided in the surface zone as a function of regime

residence time. We will also need mechanisms for modifying the

exposure time distributions to take into account the effective

surface saturation of an accumulating species and the loss of

grains by impact fragmentation at the surface.

From the MESS.2 Monte-Carlo simulations (e.g., figures 4,

6, 8) we find that in each regime the differential distribution

of non-zero surface-zone residence times is described well by:

(4) fg(TZ ,TL )G - [exp(-TZ/KTTL)]/(KTTL)[1-exp(-K1/KT)I

for 0 < TZ < K IT  and f9(TZ ,TL ) G 0 for T  > K 1 TL.

where KT is the main parameter, K l is a cutoff usually about 1.

In a base regime T  stands for the actual space-exposure time

t. The fraction of grains which have been cycled through the

surface zone is approximately given for typical T L by the form:

(5) fe (TL )G = fm [1-exp(-TL/T r )] for Tr/3 ^ TL ^ 3Tr.

For TL >> Tr the fraction f  will continue to increase slowly A
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but this has little effect on the results. Parameters f and
m

Tr define a mixing efficiency and time constant, respectively.

The values found for the various constants are given in table 1

for each regime. Note that grains residing in their base regime

behave somewhat differently than do smaller grains in that

regime, due tc the graininess of the model soil.

The statistical method outlined in the following paragraphs

represents an approximation to the actual grain depth history

within a surface zone. MESS.2 was originally designed to follow

more precisely the grain depths in each surface zone by using

smaller scale statistics continuously during the computer run

for a given regime. This was found to be very time consuming

without giving significantly different results than the methods

described in this paper. The effect was to alter slightly the

detailed shapes of the exposure and track distributions but not

the average exposure time or the maximum and minimum irradiation

levels; the additional complexity is not justified in view of

current uncertainties in other model parameters.

We now derive the average residence time functions I X in

the following manner. For a given grain size we first start

with the base regime, for lU0-micron diameter grains this is the

tint regime. Since the desired characteristics of grains anywhere

within the mixed zone reflect residence in the surface zone we

first average over possible surface-zone residences. The aver-

age space-exposure time for grains from the mixed zone of the MM

regime in the absence of fragmentation and saturation is:

Trut
(6)	

IEX(TtM).01	 t ff*{t'TT(1I).()I dt.

If we sample the entire I mm layer than we nuat add the unmixed



(7) lEX(THM ) .O1 ` fe(Tt1Fi ) .O1 IEX(Tt1Fl).010

In equations 6 and 7 the functions f  and f  use parameter

values from table 1 for 100-micron grains in the M regime.

Now we must correct this to take into account fragmentation

and saturation effects. We assume 4:hat- the fraction of grains

surviving loss by fragmentation for a surface time t is:

(8) f l (t)G a exp(-t/T 10d )•

We approximate grain-surface saturation processes by multiplying

the integrand in equation 6 by a saturation function given by:

(9) f r(t) - (Ts/t)[1-exp(-t/Ts))•

The functions IX and IX will then represent effective average

times with saturation built in unless Ts goes to infinity.

With the correction factors for grain fragmentation and

possible saturation included the average exposure time in

equation 6 for the mixed zone of the top 1 mm becomes:

T?at

(10) 1* (T121.01	 (11F) 0	
t f r(t) fl( t) .01 f9(t'Tt4!).O1 dt

TMH
where F -	

0	
fI(t).01 

f9(t,TMM).01 
dt.

Equation 7 for the whole 1 mm layer becomes:

(11) EX ^?4i ) .O1	 e	
e	 e	

EX[Ff/(1—f+Ff)) I*(TPIIt).01

where f  is fe ( T
MM

) .Ol and the fragmented grains have been

removed from the 100-micron grain size population.

We now construct the effective average exposure time for

100-micron grains that reside in the upper 1 cm of soil,

simulated by the 01 regime. Fur grains from the mixed zone of

a I cn layer we ideally would average over 1 mm surface-zone

residerice episodes as follows (suppressing subscripts EX and .01
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TCM
(12a) I*(Tat 	pI(TCH 	I(T11M) fg(TM ,TCM) dTHM +

0

Tcn Tr^i

p2(TCti)	
0	 0	

[I(TP)+I(TMM-T^)) fg(T^,TCM)

fg(TpG4-TjV1 , Tom) dT,24 dT., + .....

where the first term is contributed by that fraction of grains

P i
 which have resided only once within the 1 mm surface zone,

the second term is contributed by that fraction of grains p2

which have resided twice and only twice within the surface zone,

and so on for higher order terms. The distribution f^ gives

the frequency of surface-zone residence times for individual

episodes within the surface zone. as a function of layer time.

In two independent cases equation 12a will reduce to the

much simpler form given by:

TCM

(12b) 1EX (TCli ) .01 =	
U	

1 EX (r` ttt ) .01 f g (T141 ,TCM ) .U1 dTttti*

where f is the total surface-zone residence time distribution
g

such as that shown in figure 6. The two cases occur under the

following conditions, dither:

(a) pn = 0 for all n > 1, so that p 1 - 1 and f' - f$ ; or e;se
ill

(b) 1EX(T
MH

) is proportional to Trut , so I(T')+I(T-T')-I(T)

which along with the definition of f
g	 g
in CeMS of f' gives

equation 12b from 12a.

Our HESS . 2 ttonte-Carlo calculations give the distributions

fg and fractions pn so equations 12a and 1 ' b can be compared.

We find that for low values of T	 tht• condition fot c-se (a)
Ctl

are generally satisfied ( but not case b). For higher T(:^i c.ise

1



then multiple surface-zone episodes become ineffective again due

to losses or grain-surface saturation, and the condition for

case (a) is effectively approached instead. In all cases

equation 12b becomes a useful approximation,

When the entire 1 cm layer is sampled we will have:

(13) 1EX(TCM).01 . fe (TCM ) .01 I** (TC?!).O1'

If we need the average tine spent u.44in I mm as a function of

TCM , for samples from the mixed zone of the 1 cm layer, we use:

T^

(14) 12*Im CM
(T
	 0 TMH f9(TMM'TCM).01 dT .

For the whole layer we use:

(15) 1MH(TCM) .01 " f0 (TCM ) .01 IAM TCM).01.

In equations 12b through 15 the functions f  and f  use the

parameters in table 1 for 100-micron grains in the CH regime.

Similar relations can be obtained for samples from a 10 cm

layer. The most useful of these give average space-exposure

time and average lmm-layer residence time for samples from the

mixed zone of the 10 cm layer a
pproximated respectively b.i	 ^	 y	 pp	 i^	 y :y

is 
TDH

(16) IIX(TDM).O1
	

0 
1EX(TCM ) .O1 fa(TCM'TDM) .O1 dTCM and
	 !

TDH

(17) 1;* (TDM ) .01 0	 0	 111M (TCM ) .01 
f

g (TCtt'TDH) .O1 drat

where the parameters from table 1 for IOD-micron grains in the

DH regime are used in f g . Equations 16 and 17 are used for the

same reasons discussed in reference to equations 12a and 12b.

^s
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If the functions I X found above are now divided by drain

diameter DG - 0.01 em we obtain the effective arts-tima produc-

tion functions G  as discussed earlier. Production functions

were derived similarly for representative grain diameters DG -

0.001 and 0.1 cm# bome of these results are shown in figures 13

tj 18. In all of these figures the curves labelled A l B. or C

rifer to different assumption * for the fragmentation time const-

ant T1 and the saturation time constant Ts as defined earlier.

Tite curves labelled A were derived assuming no fragmentation or

saturation. The curves labelled B assume only grain fragments-

tlon, using values for T 1 of 0.3, 0.2, 0.1 MT for 10-micron,

V*-micron, and 1 mm dianieter grains respectively (except in

figure 18 discussed later). With an identification of 1 MT -

1 My these correspond t. tr- shorter fragmentation times discus-

s^d earlier. vi! curves Labelled C assume both these same frag-

mu ntation lossrA plus a surface saturation time of To • 0.01 ifT
(except in fi ',_^re 1 8) again corresponding to a plausible value

discussed abo oe for 1 "T - 1 fly.

7-igures 13 to 15 give the effective production functions

for direct space exposure. In figure 13 we plot C ** (TC,M)G

dvacribing no-sized samples taken from the mixed zone of a 1 cm

surface layer, figure 14 slows 
CEX(r('11)G 

de cribing the entire

1 cm layer including unexposed gr.sins below the mixed zone, and

figure 13 shows 
GFX(TUfi)t; 

describing a 1 cm sample from the

-+xed zone of a 10 cm layer, all as tunctionr of the whole layer

residence time. Figure 1b gives GIVI(TDtl)G• 
the production

function for resItivnce Within 1 r :im for grains in a I co sdnple

t.+ken from the nixed ziniv of a I II en laver.
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the absence of fragmentation or saturation (curves A) 100-micron

diameter grains show a lower production function than either 10-

micron or 1 mm diameter grains. This results from a combination

of effects: A larger fraction of grains ; ^lir model matrix) is

available to lightly cover 100-micron grains compared to 10-

micron grains in their respective base regimes, i.e. very close

to the surface. 1 mm grains would be even more readily covered

by finer material but the steeper size-frequency distribution of

craters (cgrresponding to >500-micron diameter rock pits) in the

CM base regime for 1 mm grains gives them a better chance to be

exposed by shallow events while residing very near the surface.

In the presence of grain fragmentation (curves B) the

effect of fragmentation by direct impact while on the surface is

much stronger for 1 mm grains due to longer surface exposure but

similar fragmentation time constants. In fact the loss of 1 mm

grains is so great that the production factor for the whole 1 cm

layer shown in figure 14 becomes more effected by the unexposed

grains below the mixed zone and begins to decrease with time,

as the mixed zone is depleted in 1 mm grains.

When our presumed saturation time is also included ( curves

C) the production functions become well separated by grain size

in a more surface-correlated manner. Note that the production
I

function for 1 mm grains can reach an effective saturation due

t

to fragmentation alone and all grain size fractions can reach

saturation within typical residence times in the presence of

i

our assumed saturation time T s - 0.01 MT.
	 t
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For processes requiring only residence within the top 1 as,

governed by production functions G. and*6 (e.g. figure 16),

fragmentation losses and grain saturation have such less effect

except for soil particles whose diameter approaches or exceeds

the aeptn o* Lhe production zone, whica is 1 mm in this case.

We emphasize that saturation of a production function G 

represents an average over all grains in the sample and does

not mean that all grains are saturated individually. In the

less-mature soils modeled here at least half of the grains

remain unexposed at the surface, others will reach saturation

on the exposed portion of their surfaces.

In figure 17 we have summarized the apparent grain size

dependence DG n implied by production functions GX(TDM)G9

The solid lines give n = log10[GX(TDM).001/GX(TDM).01] and

the dashed lines give n 	
log10(GX(TDM).01fGX(TDM).1I 

where

X refers to EX and W. Since all grains tend to reside equally

within the first 1 mm the functions G 1*^ show strong surface

correlation (n - 1). The production functions G** for space
EX

exposure tend to be more volume correlated (n - 0) for short

times. As time goes on both fragmentation and saturation cause

(;*EX to become more surface correlated, and this effect begins

earlier for larger grains as suggested by Criswell (1975).

These results apply to the early in-situ development of less-

mature soil. Mature soil will have been subjected to additional

equilibrating effects of agglutination, comminution and nixing.

To obtain the results described through figure 17 we have

assumed a certain set of fragmentation and saturation tine

constants. However if the time scale changes due to a variation

l



{	 the effects of fragmentation and saturation as functions of time

may be different. For example if for a given sample the appro-

priate time scale should be represented by 1 MT - 10 My due to a

factor of 10 decrease in the micrometeoroid flux, then T 1 Mould

maintain the same value in units of MT (less fragmentation also)

but Ts would remain 0.01 My corresponding to 0.001 MT. For

100-micron grains this would produce the curve D in figure 15,

saturating at a factor of 10 below the corresponding curve C for

1 MT - 1 My. Curves A and B would remain the same in this case.

However if the time scale were to change to 1 MT - 10 My

due to a reduction in crater size in a soil of greater cohesion,

then both the fragmentation and saturation time constants will

decrease by a factor of 10 in units of MT. This will produce

the situation shown in figure 18 for the effective production

function GEX(T )G in the mixed zone of a 10 cm layer, where

T1 - 0.03, 0.02, and 0.01 MT for 10-micron, 100-micron, and 1

mm grains, respectively, and T s - 0.001 MT. In this case all

grain size fractions can reach an effective saturation during

typical residence times due to fragmentation alone. Note that

for 1 MT - 10 My the typical residence times become 10 times

longer than for 1 MT - 1 My. These properties may be useful in

detecting time variations or variations in soil mechanical

properties. In this context note also that all track density

parameters are proportional to the model time unit MT.

In correlating track results with production functions G 
we must keep in mind that the minimum, quartile, and median

track densities are strongly controlled by the less irradiated
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grains in a sample while the production factors are usually

controlled by the more irradiated grains. Therefore in a sample

which mixes grains with the allowed wide range of local surface

history there may be considerable variability in a correlation

between tracks and noble gas concentration, for example. For a

statistically average sample however the track parameters marked

MM in figure 11 using the TCM time axis should correspond to

production factors given in figures 13 and 14 for 100-micron

grains, while the curvee marked CM in figure 11 using the TDM

time axis should corresponc to the production functions in

figures 15, 16, and 18 for 100-micron diameter grains.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to compare our results

in detail with the many measured soil samples. Judging from the

Shorty Crater data (Crozaz, 1979) and other track measurements

the track parameters derived here seem reasonable for the postu-

lated time scale 1 MT s 1 My. The situation for solar wind

concentration is more complicated, being dependent on various

mineral- and species-specific effects (Pillinger, 1979). Our

production factors seen reasonable in terms of average gas

concentrations, however as Wieler et al. (1980) have pointed out

there is some difficulty when the distribution for individual

grains is considered. Kirsten et al. (1971) have also measured

gas concentrations in individual grains.

Less-mature soils derived here have fewer exposed grains

than expected for mature soils. However, a gas-poor soil 60051

was found by Wieler et al. (198) to contain some noble gas

concentration in all 83 measured grains, apparently implying

universal exposure for less-mature soils as well, contrary to
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our model. These authors also measured track densities in 64

grains from the same sample and found a median central density

of less than 107 
cm-2 

and only 19Z with densities greater

than 108 cm-2. These values are consistent with our model track

results but inconsistent with universal space exposure. Wieler

et al. (1980) suggert that grain fragmentation is responsible

for the lack of track density gradients which they also observe,

but fragments which lack such gradients have never been exposed

and should lack SW gas concentration as well.

It may therefore be necessary to find a mechanism yielding

a surface concentration of SW elements in most grains without

all being exposed to space. Such a mechanism could involve the

intermediate action of small grains. Criswell and Basu (1978)

show that the size fraction less than 4 microns is generally

capable of covering all larger grains which, together with the

intergrain forces acting on soil grains (Housley, 1980) will

make it hard to avoid partial covering of most larger grains on

the surface. In their study of microcraters on soil grains

Poupeau et al. (1975, 1978) find that even grains from mature

soils have pits only on a small portion of their surfaces.

If smaller grains coat part the surfaces of otherwise expo-

sed larger grains then they will acquire much of the SW gas.

During subsequent burial through the uppermost few millimeters

they will be subject repeatedly to shock compression by micro-

meteoroid impacts (St8ffler et al., 1975) which dissipate a

considerable fraction of their energy collapsing pore spaces

between the soil grains (8raslau, 1970). Even weak shock can

result in soil compacti6n and grain deformation, with minor

i

k
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melting (Schaal and HSra, 1980). It seems plausible that during

this process gas-loaded fine material coating some of the larger

grains could impart a concentration of SW atoms to the remaining

unexposed grains residing near the surface. The process may be-

come masked by subsequent exposure effects as the soil matures.

The problem requires more work on the nature of grain-interface

processes during soil compaction and involves a better under-

standing of the depth profiles of SW elements in individual

grains (e.$., Muller et al., 1976; Zinner et al., 1978; Warhaut

et al., 1979).

If grains can acquire a SW concentration while residing

within only the top millimeter of soil then it is clear from

figure 17 that surface correlation can be obtained even for an

immature soil which is incompletely exposed. In addition if

larger grains are subject to enhanced shielding due to inter-

grain forces while residing on the surface then their exposure

area controlled by the parameter f in equations 2 and 3 will be

much less. Derived production functions G X and GX will then be

proportional to f < 1 and individual grains can reach microscop-

ic saturation (Wieler et al., 1980) at a total concentration

much less than that for fully-exposed grains. Since the inter-

grain forces primarily control smaller grains (J 10 microns,

apparently) the smaller value of f should still be fairly

constant for larger grains and increase again only for the

smaller grains, as argued qualitatively by Housley (1980).

In summary, we have developed a model which allows us to

derive distributions of track density, surface exposure times,

and residence times within various zones as functions of grain

6a
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apply to samples which have resided within the top 10 cm for one

time only and thus refer to relatively less-mature soils. Older

surface layers which have been quickly buried deep enough to

preserve their surface history undisturbed will also be describ-

ed by these results. Data from Shorty Crater has been used to

help calibrate the model time scale, yielding reasonable track

distributions and average exposure times. Important questions

remain concerning the distribution of solar wind elements among

the grains in less-mature samples and concerning the role of

very fine soil material in controlling grain-size dependences

and solar wind gas distribution. This work can be extended to

apply to mature soils which may have resided several times

within the top 10 cm.
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TABLE 1

MESS.2 Modal Layers cnd Derived Parametors

---- Base Regimes---- -- Larger Regime --

DMM HN CM MM CM DM

DL (cm) 0.01 001 1 0.1 1 10

D 
(cm) 0.001 0001 0.1 0.01 0.1 1

DC (cm) 0.001 0.01 001 <0.01 t0.1 <1

KT 0.50 0.16 0.40 0.25 0.40 0.15

K 1 1.0 0.4 {.8 1.0 0.9 1.0

f 0.50 0.50 0.60 0.35 0.30 0.22
m

Tr (MT) 0.02 0.026 0.35 0.01 0.12 0.90

-T__



for a model regime. The model layer for a given regime cor-

responds to the surface zone for the next larger size regime.

2. The eject& origin map deveioped for liESS.2. HO and R 

are the central depth and rim radius, respectively, of the

excavated volume of the crater, h and r are the initial depth

rnd radial distance, respectively, of a given soil particle,

and r  is the final radial distance of the ejected particle.

3. A correlation between central track density and surface

exposure time derived by HESS.2 for grains of diameter 100

microns after a typical residence time TMH within the top

1 ma of soil. The diagonal and dashed lines ir31cate allowed

lower and uppe: limits, respectively, to the track density and

the thin rectangle represents grains not directly exposed.

In all !Figures 1 HT is a model time unit most likely equal

to 106 years (1 tty), unless otherwise noted.

4. Typical cumulative distributions of space-exposure tine t

derived by HESS.2 for grains of diameter 100 microns after a

residence time TM within the top 1 mm of soil, for those

grains which have been exposed to space (t > 0).

5. Track parameters derived by HESS.2 characterizing tracks

accumulated in the center of 100-micron diameter grains during

residence within the top I mm of sail, as functions of that

residence time. H1N, Q, HEp , 3Q, and HtAX refer to minimum,

first quartile, median, third quartile, And maximums truck

densities, respectively.
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b. Typical cumulative distributions of non-zero residence

times Try within the top 1 mm of soil derived by MESS.2 for

grains of diameter 100 microns after a residence time TCM

within the top 1 cm.

7. Track parameters derived by MESS.2 characterizing tracks

accumulated in the center of 100-micron diameter grains Mile

r,siding at depths between I mm and 1 cm below the soil

s ^-facc, as functions of grain residence time within the top

1 em. The dashed line gives the median track density

accumulated at depths between 1 mm and 1 cm for those grains

which have also resided within the top 1 mm, and hence repre-

sents a partial density to be added to the track densities

shown in figure 5.

_	 8. Typical cumulative distributions of non-zero residence

times TCM within the top 1 cm of soil derived by MESS.2 for

grains of diameter 100 microns after a residence time TDM

within the top 10 cm.

9. Some properties of the mixed zone of a 10 cm surface layer

derived by HESS.2 after a typical layer residence time Tm.

The lower portion shows the cumulative distribution for depths

of the mixed zone, collected over an area of radius 25 cm.

The upper portion is a scatter diagram for 100 -micron diameter

grains showing their depth plotted against their surface-zone

residence time T
CM ( total time spent within the top 1 cm).

No general correlation of TCM with depth is evident.

10. The time development of the median depth of tie mixed zone

derived by MESS.2 for certain regimes. The solid curves

labelled Wl, CH, and D11 refer to I mm, 1 cm, and 10 cm thick
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surface layers, respectively, which have locally survived,

` t	 destruction by relatively large impacts for residence times

T  = Trot , TC,t , and TDM , respectively. The dashed curve

includes all sites, without the survival constraint.

11. The minimum, first quartile, and median central track

densities derived by MESS.2 for a sample of 100-micron dia-

meter grains as functions of residence time within the shal-

lowest depth regime in which the entire sample has resided.

Track contribution: from greater depths are included according

to derived residence time distributions. The time scales are

lined up so that average values will correspond.

12. Contours of equal quartile track density derived by MESS.2

for 100-micron diameter grains in a statistically average

layer as functions of depth and layer residence time. The

%_ 	 dashed curve gives the median depth of the mixed zone as in

figure 10. A data point for the top of double drive tube

74002 from Shorty Crater (circled dot) helps to calibrate

the model time unit 1 MT as 106 years (1 Pty).

13. Effective area-time-per-mass production factors for surface

exposure derived by MESS.2 for typical grain diameters D
G
 as

functions of residence time within the top 1 cm. These curves

are applicable to samples taken from the few-millimeters thick

mixed zone of the 1 cm layer. lei figures 13 - 18 all curves

labelled A do not include grain fragmentation or surface

saturation, curves labelled B include a loss by fragmentation

due to direct impacts, curves labelled C include fragmentation

plus an effective exposure tine corrected for a grain—surface

saturation effect.
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14. Effective area-time-per-mass production factors for surface

exposure as in figure 13 except that these curves apply to a

sample taken from the entire 1 em surface layer.

15. Effective area-time-per-mass production factors for surface

exposure derived by MESS.2 as functions of residence time

within the top 10 cm. These curves apply to samples taken

from the few-centimeters thick mixed zone of the 10 cm layer.

The curve labelled D replaces curve C for DG - 100 microns

in the case of a factor of 10 decrease in the micrometeoroid

flux; curves P. and B are unchanged in this case but the prob-

able value of the model time unit 1 MT would become 10 My.,

16. Effective area-time-per-mass production factors for

residence within the top 1 mm derived by MESS.2 as functions

of residence time within the top 10 cm. These curves apply to

._'
	 samples taken from the mixed zone of the 10 cm layer.

Effective residence times within 1 mm are much less controlled

by surface fragmentation and grain saturation except for soil

particles whose diameter approaches or exceeds the depth of

the assumed production zone.

17. Assuming that the area-time-per-mass production factors

follow a grain size dependence DGn where n may be slowly

varying, we approximate n in two size intervals, 10 microns to

100 microns (solid curves), and 100 microns to 1 mm (dashed

curves) from the data shown in figures 15 and 16, as f.nctions

of residence time within the top 10 cm. As before, A refers

to no fragmentation or saturation, B includes fragmentation

loss at the surface, and C includes fre-mentation plus an

effective exposure time due to grain saturation.

I
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18. Effective area-time-per-mass production factors for surface

exposure as in figure 15 except that here the probable value

of the model time unit 1 HT becomes 10 My due to a reduction

in crater size by a factor of about 2, in a soil with greater

cohesion, for example. Both fragmentation and saturr.tion

will strongly effect all grain sizes in this situation.
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